A grand 8th MV election campaign took place in Visakhapatanam of Andhra Pradesh
on 7-9-2019 by Com. A. Rajamouli, Financial Secretary, NFTE – CHQ, ND & CS,
Telangana circle. AP Circle Secretary Com. Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao also accompanied
him. A grand campaign was organized in GMTD Office, Visakhapatnam. Com. A.
Rajamouli, Financial Secretary, NFTE–CHQ,ND& CS, Telangana circle. AP Circle
Secretary Com. Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao, along with Com. K.Kondala Rao, CP, Com.
K.V.Prasada Rao DS, Com. Bobba Chakravarthi, DP, Com. Setharama Raju and many
other comrades including ladies took part in the Campaign. The leaders moved in all
sections of GMTD office , VM and requested all employees to cast their votes in
favour of NFTE ballot No. 15 and provide an opportunity to NFTE to be in the helm in
the process of revival of BSNL, bring all the staff members to the safest zone in the
present crises of BSNL. NFTE has its own history by securing the Government
pension even though enemas transfer of Government employees into PSU. The staff
members respectfully received the NFTE team headed by com. Rajamouli.
At 4 PM NFTE District union organized big open grand meeting in cellar
premises of GMTD office under the president ship Com. Seetharama Raju. A good
gathering attended the meeting including lady comrades in late hours also. Com.
A.Rajamouli attended as chief guest. Circle president and circle secretary also
attended the meeting. They briefed the present issues and requested to vote NFTE in
ensuing 8th MV which will take place on 16-9-2019. Com Rajamoulu explained in
detail all the issues of BSNL present situations, VRS, lowering the retirement age to
58 yrs, 3rd PRC etc and role to be played by the NFTE if any anti workers decision has
been taken by the Govt. He also explained that the need of the hour is NFTE to win
as No.1 recognized union. He promised that NFTE will fight till the last drop of the
blood for the sake of the working class as done earlier at the time of formation of
corporatization.

